Knowledge, as the Result of the Processed Information by Human’s Sub-particles (substrings)/Mind in our Brain\textsuperscript{1} HASSAN GHOLIBEIGIAN\textsuperscript{2}, No Company Provided — In my vision, there are four animated sub-particles (mater, plant, animal and human sub-particles) as the origin of the life and creator of momentum in each fundamental particle (string). They communicate with dimension of information which is nested with space-time for getting a package of information in each Planck time. They are link-point between dimension of information and space-time. Sub-particle which identifies its fundamental particle, processes the package of information for finding its next step. Processed information carry always by fundamental particles as the history of the universe and enhance its entropy. My proposed formula for calculating number of packages is \( I = t_P^{-1} \tau \), Planck time \( t_P \), and \( \tau \) is fundamental particle’s lifetime. For example a photon needs processes \( 1.8 \times 10^{43} \) packages of information for finding its path in a second. Duration of each process is faster than light speed. In our bodies, human’s sub-particles (substrings) communicate with dimension of information and get packages of information including standard ethics for process and finding their next step. The processed information transforms to knowledge in our mind. This knowledge is always carried by us.
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